Use pre-painted metal to elevate multi-family housing appeal. Traditionally multi-family structures reflect large box-type shapes to maximize interior space and occupant comfort. These design restrictions can lead to uninspiring designs with large dull flat surfaces that do not integrate with their surrounding environment. Pre-painted metal forms an excellent siding option to lift structural appeal through color, contrast, and texture.

Metal’s ability to be painted in any color and variety of designs and textures enable designers to effectively break up large flat surfaces with color and contrast. Modern paint systems such as PVDF (fluoropolymers) ensure these finishes remain vibrant and clean for decades to come. Metal is also available in a diverse array of profile designs which can be used to add striking or subtle texture and shadow accents. Finally, modern metal products pair exceptionally well with other materials, with few performance issues, to help create stimulating, yet durable mixed material designs.

For more inspiration on patterns and colors ideal for multi-family structures or for recommendations on the designs that can be achieved through different profile designs, visit steelscape.com.